F.No.28-1/2019-Cdn

Dated: 28.10.2019

To

The CDMs/Managers ICAR South Zone Institutes

Sub: ICAR Southern Zonal Tournament, 4-5th November 2019 – General information-reg.

Sir,

The Managers meeting will be held on the 3rd of November at 3.00 pm in the Conference hall of ICAR-CIFT. Chief-de-Missions and Managers of participating Institutes are requested to attend without fail. Conveyance will be arranged for transportation from hotel to Institute and back. Managers are requested to bring 2 Nos of Institute flags and hand it over to the Organizing Secretary.

The athletics events will be held in the synthetic track and the participants are requested to use boots with spikes suitable for use on synthetic tracks.

The Kabaddi event will be held indoors on wooden courts with mats. Players may use appropriate shoes for the same.

Participants of cycling must compulsorily use safety helmet for taking part in the event and use gearless cycles. It is the responsibility of the team to arrange cycles and no cycle will be provided by the host Institute.

A cultural event showcasing the traditional art forms of Kerala will be held on the 6th evening at 5 pm in the Rajiv Gandhi indoor stadium.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Dr. Bindu J
Principal Scientist &
Organizing Secretary,
ICAR Southern Zonal Tournament 2019